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The plenary session was attended by Ms Reding , member of the Commission, and Mr Roche , Irish 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, on behalf of the presidency-in-office of the Council of the European 
Union. 

 
 
1. MARKET ORGANISATION AND COMPETITION POLICY 

 

• Contractual obligations 

 Rapporteur: Mr Pegado Liz (Various Interests – PT) 

  
– References: COM(2002) 654 final – CESE 88/2004 

 

– Key points: 
 

The Committee supports the two main objectives of the Green Paper, to convert the Rome 
Convention into a Community instrument and to modernise its content, and urges that this be done 
as quickly as the complex nature of the subject allows. 
 
It is the Committee's view that the Community instrument should take the form of a regulation, and 
agrees that the legal basis should be Articles 61(c) and 65(b) of the Treaty, as suggested by the 
Commission. 
 
The Committee reaffirms the main principles underpinning the convention, and believes that they 
should be carried over into the regulation. 
 
The Committee's proposals, which are set out in detail above, are based on the need not only to 
update some of the provisions of the Rome Convention in line with intra-Community commercial 
transactions and new contractual instruments, especially distance selling, but also to settle a number 
of questions of interpretation raised in the study of law and in the courts during the period in which 
the Rome Convention has been in force. 
 
In its opinion and its replies to the Commission's twenty questions, as well as in its own questions, 
the Committee has striven to put forward solutions which preserve a balance between the interests 
of the parties concerned, in compliance with the established principles of law constituting the 
common heritage of the legal systems of the Member States. 
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The Committee is however aware that the issue has not been exhaustively examined and therefore 
urges the Commission to take proper account, in the final draft of the text it is to submit, of all the 
contributions it receives in response to its highly positive initiative represented by the Green Paper. 

 

– Contact: Mr Jakob Andersen 
  (Tel.: 0032 2 546 92 58 – e-mail: jakob.andersen@esc.eu.int) 

 
  

• XXXIInd Competition Report 
Rapporteur: Mr Metzler (Various Interests – DE) 

 
– References: SEC(2003) 467 final – CESE 107/2004 

 

– Key points: 

 
The Committee's conclusions may be summarised as follows:  

 

• The Committee is in favour of the new antitrust arrangements and the concomitant change to 
the legal exception system. However, the Commission should make some further 
improvements to the reforms contained in the modernisation package, providing greater legal 
certainty for companies and more firmly enshrining the one-stop-shop principle and companies' 
rights of defence. 

 
• Greater account should be taken of the actual damage caused when calculating fines.  

  

• Competition rules should allow the degree of regulation of the liberal professions needed to 
ensure that their particular remits and legal obligations are fulfilled.  

  

• In reforming merger control, the Commission should only address the special case of 
"unilateral effects" with the new version of the market dominance test so as to continue to 
ensure maximum legal certainty for companies. The Commission could increase still further 
the incentive to cite arguments about efficiency and should bear in mind with regard to 
investigative powers and the level of penalties that merger control and antitrust procedure call 
for different means.  

  

• The Commission should publish the announced measures for reforming the area of state aid as 
soon as possible, allowing the parties concerned the opportunity to give their views on the 
future handling of "existing aid" in the accession countries. Future competition reports could 
also explain Commission practice on state aid law as it relates to the Structural Funds.  
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– Contact: Mr Nemesio Martinez  

  (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 95 01 – e-mail: nemesio.martinez@esc.eu.int) 
   

• Approval of motor vehicles (recast version) 
Rapporteur: Mr Levaux (Employers – FR) 

 
– References: COM(2003) 418 final – 2003/0153 COD – CESE 90/2004 

 

– Contact: Ms Aleksandra Klenke  
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 98 99 – e-mail: aleksandra.klenke@esc.eu.int) 
 
 

2. AGRICULTURAL POLICY 
 

• Agricultural employment/EU and accession countries 
Rapporteur: Mr Wilms  (Employees – DE) 

 
– References: Own-initiative opinion – CESE 109/2004 

 
– Key points: 
 

Agriculture and rural development are two of the most pressing problems to be tackled in 
connection with the EU's eastward enlargement. The increase in the number of people active in 
farming and structural change heightening competition between farmers and for jobs in agriculture 
can have serious repercussions on the economic and social structure of European agriculture and 
on social security systems. 

 
An upsurge in rural unemployment in the accession countries can also put pressure on the labour 
market situation in current Member States. In the accession countries differences in prosperity 
between metropolitan and outlying rural areas are expected to increase in more than just economic 
terms. Human capital is also undergoing a change: young and qualified people are leaving these 
regions for more prosperous ones. 

 
In its opinion, the Committee sets out a vision for the future of the agricultural employment situation 
and ways of achieving it: 
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• Competitive, sustainable agriculture is to be a fundamental prerequisite for safeguarding 
employment and social development and should operate within the framework of an integrated 
policy for rural areas. 

• Efforts to combat unemployment should be redoubled.  

• Better use should be made of the available potential, and political action should be taken to 
create synergies from existing options and programmes. 

• The social partners should work jointly with other players in the regions with a view to 
formulating and implementing new ideas deriving from their business knowledge and 
experience. 

  

– Contact: Mr Johannes Kind  
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 91 11 – e-mail: johannes.kind@esc.eu.int) 
 
 

• COM/Flax and hemp  
Rapporteur: Ms Santiago (Employers – PT) 

 

– Reference : COM(2003) 701 final – 2003/0275 CNS – CESE 104/2004 

  

– Contact: Ms Eleonora Di Nicolantonio 
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 94 54 – e-mail: eleonora.dinicolantonio@esc.eu.int) 

 

  3. CREATIVE INDUSTRIES 

• Creative industries 

 Rapporteur: Mr Rodríguez García-Caro (Employers – ES) 

 
– Reference: Exploratory opinion – CESE 102/2004 

 

– Key points: 
 
In response to the request of Ms Reding , Commissioner responsible for cultural policy, the 
Committee responded to two questions: 
 

• What are the cultural and socio-economic challenges facing Europe's creative industries? 

• What contribution could Europe make to respond to these challenges in a lasting way? 
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 The Committee regrets that it was unable to submit remarks on the Culture 2000 programme in 
view of the restriction placed by paragraph 5 of Article 151 of the EC Treaty, although thanks to 
the provisions of Article 157 it must be consulted for all measures supporting industry in general 
and the creative industries in particular. 

 
 In its opinion, the Committee carries out a detailed analysis of the cultural and socioeconomic 

challenges faced by the creative industries in Europe: 
 
– the need to define what is meant by the "creative industries" and to identify the sectors of activity 

that fall within the category; 
– challenges arising from linguistic diversity; 
– specific problems affecting businesses in the cultural sector; 
– challenges related to globalisation; 
– problems facing the European Union. 
 
The potential contribution to be made by Europe to finding long-term solutions to these challenges: 
 
– a cultural policy for the European Union; 
– a European Cultural Area; 
– definition of the creative industries; 
– support for the creative industries; 
– cultural education and awareness-raising; 
– support for artists and other creative performers. 
 

– Contact: Mr João Pereira Dos Santos  
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 92 45 – e-mail : joao.pereiradossantos@esc.eu.int) 
 

 

4. ENERGY 
 

• Renewable energy 
 Rapporteur: Mr Sirkeinen (Employers – FI) 

 
– References: Own initiative opinion – CESE 94/2004 

 
– Key points: 
 

The Committee explicitly supports the targeted and effective promotion of renewable energy 
sources. At the same time it points to the contradictions and inconsistencies in relation to 
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complementary policy areas and spheres of action, e.g. the system of emissions trading. It notes 
that the approach, design and intensity of support schemes vary widely between the Member 
States and are mostly purely national, which can result in substantial disruption of the internal 
market. In addition, most support schemes are not geared to competition between different forms 
of renewable energy or between RES and traditional generation. Most promotion schemes also 
lack cost-effectiveness criteria or incentives for enhancing technology and efficiency development. 

 
The Committee therefore recommends: 
 
– strengthening efforts to facilitate the exchange of good practices between Member States, 

regions and other actors for promotion of RES and publishing of a regular report to monitor 
developments in RES markets; 

– making an in-depth evaluation of the interaction, coherence and practical effects of different 
EU policies affecting the use of renewable energy sources and technologies in order to avoid 
overregulation; 

– starting without delay a thorough study of the developments and the present situation of 
promoting RES, covering in particular innovativeness, market issues, cost effectiveness of 
support measures and their impact on cost burdens for consumers and on the global 
competitiveness of EU industries. 

 
– Contact: Mr Siegfried Jantscher  
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 82 87 – e-mail: siegfried.jantscher@esc.eu.int) 
 

 

 5. TRANSPORT SAFETY 
 

• Transport infrastructure for the future 
 Rapporteurs: Ms Alleweldt (Employees – DE) 

     Mr Levaux (Employers – FR) 

     Mr Ribbe  (Various Interests – DE) 

 
– References: Own-initiative opinion – CESE 93/2004 

 
– Key points:  

 
The EESC believes that transport policy must be one of the key areas of action in future as part of 
the EU's sustainability and climate protection policy. 
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It thus considers it necessary to develop the pan-European transport corridors in southern and 
eastern Europe, thereby improving the conditions for managing transport trends in the 
Mediterranean region. 
 
Infrastructure projects with European implications only fulfil their function if they respond to 
economic, political and social interests. This requires involvement of business associations, 
transport companies, trade unions, and environmental and consumer organisations. 

 
The EESC also notes that: 
 
– the intermodality of TENs and corridors must be ensured and quality criteria provided for; 
– there should be more emphasis on the environmentally friendly use of inland waterways and 

promotion of short sea shipping and its integration into the planning of TENs and corridors; 
– promotion of rail transport, paying particular attention to cross-border cooperation projects and 

connections to seaports means defining ambitious, but feasible, objectives. 
 
Finally, with regard to infrastructure financing, the EESC proposes the creation of a European fund 
dedicated to priority TEN-T projects, which would be managed by the European Investment Bank 
and financed by a charge of one cent on every litre of all types of fuel consumed on EU roads for 
all road transport of goods and persons (public or private). 

 

– Contact: Mr Luis Lobo 
  (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 97 17 – e-mail: luis.lobo@esc.eu.int) 
 

 

• Amendment/European Maritime Safety Agency 
 Rapporteur: Mr Chagas  (Employees – PT) 

 
– References: COM(2003) 440 final – 2003/0159 COD – CESE 

 

– Contact: Mr Luis Lobo 
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 97 17 – e-mail: luis.lobo@esc.eu.int) 

 
 

• Amendment/civil aviation security 
 Rapporteur: Mr Simons  (Employers – NL) 

 
– References: COM(2003) 566 final – 2003/0222 COD – CESE 98/2004 
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– Contact: Mr Siegfried Jantscher 
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 82 87 – e-mail: siegfried.jantscher@esc.eu.int) 
 
 

6. BORDER CONTROLS AND FREE MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE 
 

• European Agency for the Management of Operational Co-operation at 
the External Borders 

 Rapporteur: Mr Pariza Castaños (Employees – ES) 
 

– References: COM(2003) 687 final – 2003/0273 CNS 
 

– Key points: 
 
In this opinion, the EESC welcomes the establishment of a European Agency for the Management 
of Operational Co-operation at the External Borders, which will be set up under the present 
Regulation. The Agency will improve co-ordination between the authorities in the Member States 
and the effectiveness of controls at the external borders. 
 
The Agency's main tasks must include ensuring that people are treated more humanely and that 
international conventions on human rights are respected. It is particularly important that effective 
border controls do not jeopardise the right to asylum. 
 
The EESC agrees with the Commission when it states that voluntary return is preferable to forced 
return and considers that the Agency must ensure that the principles of humanitarian law are 
respected, in particular the right to asylum. 

 

– Contact: Mr Pierluigi Brombo 
  (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 97 18 - e-mail: pierluigi.brombo@esc.eu.int) 

 

• Local border traffic at the external land borders of the Member States 
 Rapporteur working without a study group: Mr Simons (Employers – NL) 
 

– References: COM(2003) 502 final – 2003/0193 (CNS) – 2003/0194 (CNS) – CESE 101/2004 
 

– Key points: 
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The Committee endorses the aims of both proposals on local border traffic – notably to facilitate 
border crossing for bona fide border residents and, at the same time, to take account of the need 
to prevent illegal immigration and potential threats to security posed by criminal activities. 

 
To the extent that this twofold objective cannot be achieved under existing Community law 
(including the Schengen acquis), the Committee makes certain recommendations in relation to the 
proposal for a Council regulation submitted as document 2003/0193. 

 

– Contact Ms Stefania Barbesta 
  (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 95 10 - e-mail: stefania.barbesta@esc.eu.int) 

 
 
7. PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
 

• Fluorinated greenhouse gases 
 Rapporteur: Mr Sears  (Employers – UK) 

 
– References: COM(2003) 492 final – 2003/0189 COD – CESE 100/2004 

 

– Contact: Mr Robert Wright  
  (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 91 09 – e-mail: robert.wright@esc.eu.int) 
 
 

• Shipments of waste 
 Rapporteur: Mr Buffetaut (Employers – FR) 

 
– References: COM(2003) 379 final – 2003/0139 COD – CESE 99/2004 

 

– Contact:  Mr Robert Wright 
 (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 91 09 – e-mail: robert.wright@esc.eu.int) 

 
 

• Gaseous pollutants – ignition engines 
Rapporteur: Mr Ranocchiari (Employers – IT) 

 
– References: COM(2003) 522 final – 2003/0205 COD – CESE 91/2004 
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– Contact: Ms Aleksandra Klenke  
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 98 99 – e-mail: aleksandra.klenke@esc.eu.int) 
 
 

8. CONSUMER PROTECTION 
 

• Unfair business-to-consumer practices 
Rapporteur: Mr Hernández Bataller (Various Interests – ES) 

 
– References: COM(2003) 356 final – 2003/0134 COD – CESE 105/2004 

 

– Key points: 

 
The EESC endorses the Commission's aim of providing a high level of consumer protection and 
facilitating the operation of the internal market. It acknowledges the effort put in by the 
Commission and the ex ante  assessment before the presentation of the proposal. 
 
The EESC agrees on the need to avoid excessively detailed regulation and to introduce 
progressively the highest possible level of harmonisation. 
 
The EESC particularly welcomes the fact that the specific directives are to have precedence over 
the framework directive where there are divergences between them. 
 
The EESC would like to see a standstill clause inserted in the proposal guaranteeing that existing 
levels of protection will not fall. 
 
The EESC considers that it would be better to have a single set of rules on misleading advertising, 
with this proposal either repealing the current directive or amending it. The Commission should at 
least provide for its mandatory application mutatis mutandis ("reflex-application") in those cases 
where a commercial practice which is unfair in a business-to-consumer relation forms part of a 
business-to-business contractual relation at an earlier stage in the distribution chain. 
 
The EESC would prefer to base the proposal on Article 153 of the EC Treaty or possibly on this 
article jointly with Article 95. 
 
To complement the codes of conduct, the proposal should consider the possibility of adopting 
measures for the out-of-court settlement of disputes. The EESC believes that consideration should 
be given to other measures which the Member States should apply to reinforce the effectiveness of 
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the framework directive, based on the measures already proposed, such as the publication in the 
mass media of the judicial decisions enforcing the cessation of unfair commercial practices. 

 

– Contact: Mr Nemesio Martinez 
  (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 95 01 – e-mail: nemesio.martinez@esc.eu.int) 

 
  

• Consumer protection cooperation 
Rapporteur: Mr Hernández Bataller (Various Interests – ES) 

 
– References: COM(2003) 443 final – 2003/0162 COD – CESE 106/2004 

 

– Key points: 
 

The Committee shares the objectives and goals of the Commission proposal, but regrets that 
Article 153 is not used as a legal basis. 
 
The proposal is unclear regarding the conditions for reimbursement of costs or losses incurred as a 
result of measures held to be unfounded by a court as far as the substance of the intra-Community 
infringement is concerned. It needs to specify that such court decisions must be final judgments 
and not therefore open to appeal.  

 
The EESC regrets that the Commission considers the possibility of "de minimis" infringements of 
consumer protection that could be committed in other Member States without any penalty being 
imposed. 

 
It seems excessively rigid to the EESC that a request for mutual assistance may be refused if the 
request is not well founded. 

 
The EESC regrets that there is no obligation on the Commission to submit a regular report to the 
European Parliament and the EESC on the application of the regulation at Community level. 

 
Finally, the EESC considers that the procedures laid down in this Decision are too bureaucratic 
and that it should have its own more easily implemented mechanisms. 

 
– Contact: Mr Nemesio Martinez  
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 95 01 – e-mail: nemesio.martinez@esc.eu.int) 
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9. TAXATION 
 

• Extension of reduced VAT rates 

Rapporteur: Mr Malosse (Employers – FR) 
 

– Reference: COM(2003)825 final – 2003/0317 (CNS) – CESE 103/2004 

 
– Key points: 
 

The EESC endorses the principle of continuing to apply the reduced VAT until 31 December 2005 
in order to avoid the serious consequences of a legal vacuum or the sudden cessation of measures 
which have had a demonstrably favourable impact. 
 
The EESC nonetheless regrets that the Council was unable to agree on the European 
Commission's proposal for a directive to rationalise and simplify the system. It would point out that 
the principle of unanimous voting in tax matters has been a definite obstacle here. 

 

− Contact: Ms Borbála Szij 
 (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 92 54 - e-mail : borbala.szij@esc.eu.int) 

 
 

10. SMEs AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

• E-business/Go Digital 
Rapporteur: Mr McDonogh (Employers – IE) 

 
− References: COM(2003) 148 final – CESE 89/2004 
  

− Contact: Mr João Pereira Dos Santos  
  (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 92 45 – e-mail: joao.pereiradossantos@esc.eu.int) 
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11. CODIFICATION AND SIMPLIFICATION OF COMMUNITY 
LEGISLATION 

 

• Codified version/hired vehicles 
 Rapporteur: Mr Simons  (Employers – NL) 

 
– Reference: COM(2003) 559 final – 2003/0221 COD – CESE 97/2004 

 

– Contact: Mr Siegfried Jantscher  
   (Tel.: 00 32 2 546 82 87 – e-mail: siegfried.jantscher@esc.eu.int) 
 

• Operation of aeroplanes/Convention 
 Rapporteur: Mr Green (Employers – DK) 

 
– References : COM(2003) 524 final – 2003/0207 COD – CESE 96/2004 

 
– Contact : Mr Luís Lobo 
   (Tel : 00 32 2 546 97 17 - e-mail: luis.lobo@esc.eu.int) 
 
 
 

 

 
 


